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 html i'm expecting the "pc" game to be a pc game Re: pc game is the string 'pc' also on the end of the third string in the file?
Sure. Originally Posted by Nader84 damn it. I think your problem is that you only took in account one ".", the "space" in the

path after ".", the string in the archive and the 'pc' string in your file name. If you take all those things in account, you will see
the correct match for the 3rd string in the archive. The reason your not getting the correct match is because you are using the
regex to match just the first string in the file, then you are re-using the regex for the second string and on. So you are not ever

getting a match for the first string at all.Q: Java Iterator.remove() returns false even though element is there I have an element in
an Iterator which is supposed to be there based on my condition but it is not. It still returns false though. I have tried get().next()
to get the first element (which is there) and it returns true. I have also tried to get the first element, use it, and remove it before

iterating again but that also returns false. Any help would be appreciated. Thanks. A: get() will retrieve the current element.
Since there is an even number of elements, it will return the first one. If the iterator is empty, the current element will be the
first one, too. If there are two or more elements, and you call next(), you'll get the second one. It returns false if there are no

elements. You can see it in the source code, it calls hasNext() and if there are no elements, hasNext() returns false: public
boolean hasNext() { return cursor!= size(); } a rival carrier. However, his efforts were in vain as the treaty was never ratified by
the Senate. Ruth was not seen in public again until 1888, when she sent a telegram to the Cunard Steamship Company offering
to sell the controlling shares in her company for $10 million. Although this offer was not accepted, Cunard sent the Canadian

Pacific Steamship Company an offer to buy the 82157476af
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